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	What Do the Best-Trained Doctors Do to Beat Heart Disease?


	In today's avalanche of medical information, how can you distinguish between proven evidence and unfounded claims? This is the first book to translate key medical data into clear guidelines capturing the highest treatment standards for heart disease. Renowned cardiovascular expert Dr. Harlan Krumholz presents seven strategies for reducing cardiac risk—what professionals agree really works. In this indispensable handbook, he also profiles care alternatives from supplements to stress reduction as well as treatments on the horizon. A "Tools for Success" section helps you track blood pressure, cholesterol, exercise, and weight.
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50 Years of Artificial Intelligence: Essays Dedicated to the 50th Anniversary of Artificial Intelligence (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
This Festschrift volume, published in celebration of the 50th Anniversary of Artificial Intelligence, includes 34 refereed papers written by leading researchers in the field of Artificial Intelligence. The papers were carefully selected from the invited lectures given at the 50th Anniversary Summit of AI, held at the Centro Stefano Franscini, Monte...
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Sampling Algorithms (Springer Series in Statistics)Springer, 2006

	
		This book is based upon courses on sampling algorithms. After having used
	
		scattered notes for several years, I have decided to completely rewrite the
	
		material in a consistent way. The books of Brewer and Hanif (1983) and
	
		H´ajek (1981) have been my works of reference. Brewer and Hanif (1983) have
	
		drawn up an...
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Python Machine LearningPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unlock deeper insights into Machine Leaning with this vital guide to cutting-edge predictive analytics


	About This Book

	
		Leverage Python's most powerful open-source libraries for deep learning, data wrangling, and data visualization
	
		Learn effective strategies and best practices to...
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Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
You own your own business. You have also created a website for your business that details the products or services that you offer, but it doesn't allow potential customers to purchase anything online. Don't risk losing business-learn to create a dynamic online environment using only three programs. PHP, MySQL and Apache are three popular...
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Capitalist Pigs: Pigs, Pork, and Power in AmericaWest Virginia University Press, 2019

	
		
			Pigs are everywhere in United States history. They cleared frontiers and built cities (notably Cincinnati, once known as Porkopolis), served as an early form of welfare, and were at the center of two nineteenth-century “pig wars.” American pork fed the hemisphere; lard literally greased the wheels of...
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ASP.NET Data Presentation Controls EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2007
This book shows you how to get the most from these controls to easily display and manage complex data in your web applications. It takes you through each of the major data presentation controls in ASP.NET, gets you started using them, and then shows you how to use them in your applications for managing your data.

When you design and...
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